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04. Who should conduct a workplace investigation,
are there minimum qualifications or criteria that need
to be met?

Poland
Author: Wioleta Polak , Aleksandra Stępniewska , Julia Jewgraf

There are no legal requirements in this regard but it is good practice if the team of investigators or
individuals who deal with the case consists of:

a person who has specific knowledge in a given field (concerning the violation);
a member of the HR team; and
a lawyer (it is recommended to engage an independent, external lawyer who can maintain the
objectivity of the investigation, especially in complex matters or where a conflict of interest arises or
may arise).

It is crucial that the investigators are independent (and they must be allowed to act independently).

Also, certain personal features are useful (eg, the ability to objectively assess a situation, empathy, and
managing skills).
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Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

The examinations can be carried out internally by designated internal employees, by external specialists, or
by a combination thereof. The addition of external advisors is particularly recommended if the allegations
are against an employee of a high hierarchical level[1], if the allegations concerned are quite substantive
and, in any case, where an increased degree of independence is sought.
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[1] David Rosenthal et al., Praxishandbuch für interne Untersuchungen und eDiscovery, Release 1.01,
Zürich/Bern 2021, p. 18.
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Author: Stephen Le , Trang Le

There are no statutory minimum qualifications or criteria for someone to conduct a workplace investigation.
The employer can simply delegate the investigation task to anyone. However, it is good practice for
qualified persons with proper training in workplace investigations to conduct the investigation as these
involve intricate issues. It is also important that investigators are fair, unbiased, and impartial. In addition,
they should not be related to any parties involved in the investigation.

In complex cases or cases involving a senior or high-ranking employee, the employer should appoint a
person with a higher authority or rank in the company to lead and oversee the conduct of the investigation.
This also applies in instances where it is foreseeable that the investigation may lead to disciplinary action,
summary dismissal of the employee, or a report to an authority.

There are instances when engaging with external parties or professional advisors may be necessary. This is
especially the case if the conduct under investigation is serious or widespread, which may lead to
regulatory consequences if the employer does not have the expertise to handle the investigation.
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